SECURITY
Solutions

How Tevora Manages
Your Endpoints

Virtual Security Operations Center
(vSOC) Managed Service
In our digital world, technology isn’t the only thing that constantly evolves. Threats do

Virtual Protection

too. As new and maturing technologies such as IoT, artificial intelligence, mobile, and

As a remote, light footprint managed service,

cloud redefine our perimeters, their endpoints also become potential points of entry for

Tevora vSOC gives companies regardless of

attackers. Modern companies with their eye on the business may not have their “eyes on

size or location access to top SOC and incident

glass,” monitoring endpoints for signs of malicious activity and tracking it down before

response experts, as well as to industry-leading

it can impact the business. But this security vigilance is as important as the business

EDR tools such as Carbon Black Response.

opportunities afforded by digital transformation. Which is why a managed service, such as
the Tevora virtual security operations center (vSOC) is an ideal solution for organizations
that are finding their digital footing – and need it to be secure.

Endpoint Detection and Response

Services Include:

The security of data is essential, if not a requirement, of doing business. The shift from
the data center to the cloud introduces more, often unique security risks making endpoint
detection response (EDR) critical to an effective digital security strategy. The Tevora vSOC
managed service solution leverages the highly honed skills of our top incident response
experts and industry-leading Carbon Black Response EDR for the rapid and effective
detection, response, and remediation of threats across the endpoints in your digital
environment.

• 24/7 Monitoring
• Detection of Unknown (Signature-less Attacks)
• Human Analysis by Professional Incident
Responders
• Full Incident Response Support
• Endpoint Isolation
• Threat Containment and Eradication

Virtual Protection
Being “virtual” means that Tevora first responders can apply coverage anywhere around
the world. Tevora vSOC offers all the benefits of a managed service, including rapid

• Automation via Integrated APIs
• Quarterly Briefings and Security
Recommendations

activation, fixed costs, scalable capabilities, and a light footprint. Our onboarding process
tailors our security operations services to your needs by identifying your key stakeholders,
establishing escalation points, and key performance indicators (KPIs) that help you
evaluate the impact of our EDR services.

tevora.com

Security for a Digital World
Digital transformation is about more than moving an application from the data
center to the cloud. While the opportunities are significant, the risks are too. The
Tevora vSOC managed service enables companies of any size to ensure that
security is part of their transformation strategy. And with our 24/7 continuous
coverage, you get peace of mind knowing that your digital footprint is being
monitored constantly by our experts using the Carbon Black solution to detect
attacks quickly, and respond effectively.

Go forward. We’ve got your back.
We live in a digital world, and your customers trust you to keep their information
safe. We make it our responsibility to equip you with the information, tools, and
guidance you need to stay out of the headlines [and get back to business].

Eyes on the future.
Tevora takes a long-term outlook and proactive approach to every engagement.
We combine our technical knowledge with practical business acumen to
produce and execute strategies that fortify your organization’s assets and build a
foundation for the future.

Audit Standards
Our MBAs and CISSPs can help your organization assess and test against PCI
DSS, PADSS, HITRUST, ISO 27001, STAR, SOC I, SOC II, MPAA and more.

Tevora offers a full range of services designed to anticipate and meet the changing needs of your enterprise

Compliance

Security Solutions

We assess, audit, and certify compliance across a comprehensive

We help you plan, implement, and integrate cybersecurity products

portfolio of cybersecurity standards.

that reduce your risk profile: on-prem, mobile, and in the cloud.

Enterprise Risk Management

Threat Management

We speak the language of cyber risk and translate it into business

We test your systems, processes, and security with a world class

impact - giving you rich data to make meaningful decisions.

team of certified hackers and security researchers.

Data Privacy

Incident Response

We help you craft strategies and plans that work; allowing you to meet

We are a team of first responders, threat hunters, and incident

the growing demands of domestic and international privacy regulations.

containment specialists working with the latest tools and techniques;
ready to serve when your business needs it most.

